WINDOWS ON THE FUTURE:
Making Strategic Planning More Strategic with Scenarios
When cities are planned and built, they might
The pilot scenarios shown here were created by
last 50 or 500 years – but too often the horizon
the BEMINE project, as part of its Integrated
for investment, or for planning and design, is
Visioning Toolkit (’IVT’). They were developed
much shorter. We need ways of exploring a
in scenario workshop in 2017, by 30
very uncertain future, and then stress-testing the
participants, coming from 9 institutions from
plans and policies and investments, against the
Finland and other countries.The scenarios are
possible risks and opportunities. This is the role
not forecasts or projections: they are structured
of scenario planning. BEMINE developed a
’what-if’ questions, or ’stress-tests’. The aim is
’pilot’ set of scenarios, to inform the research,
to explore and visualize alternative versions of
and as an important part of the Integrated
an uncertain future, in order to look ahead and
Visioning Toolkit (’IVT’). The scenarios are
be prepared.
shown here in summary, with short outlines, a
In Finland at the moment there is rapid urban
’day in the life’, and some raw graphics coming
expansion and urban / rural restructuring: this
from an interactive workshop.
may be not only about numbers of houses and
roads, but other deeper forces. We can use the
scenario approach to explore these and bring them to the surface – not to forecast, but to be prepared.
As for the applications and uses of scenarios, these are both technical and social. The technical uses
include: landuse and transport modelling, economic models, demographic projections, housing market
analysis. The social roles help to look wider and deeper, to underlying changes in society and culture.
The BEMINE scenarios are organized around 2 main types of uncertainties:
■ Global systems or local-regional systems: in technology & socio-political organization
■ Management style or exploitation style: in resources, climate change, and socio-economic structures
The combination of these produces a 2x2 structure. The scenarios have a time-scale of 2040-2050, at
the edge of the normal timescale for spatial planning and infrastructure investment. The scenarios were
developed from a regional approach: the workshop sub-groups explored the issues in different
locations, from the Helsinki metropolitan region, to other major cities, rural towns, and remote regions.

OVERVIEW OF SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
The graphic here shows the scenarios with their
implications for spatial development: this can then
be used as an input for technical modelling of
economic development, population, infrastructure
and land use.
■ Global management: coordinated, balanced,
MANAGEMENT
metropolitan focus.
STYLE
■ Global exploitation: entrepreneurial, ad-hoc,
metropolitan and peri-urban focus.
■ Local management: autonomous municipalities,
enclaves of protected eco-wealth.
■ Local exploitation: entrepreneurial, ad-hoc,
decentralized rural focus.

SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS
“Cyber-landia”

“Petro-polis”

The digital revolution goes further and faster: major
platforms combine with governments, from local to
global. Society is more equal and transparent, & can
manage climate change and resource use. The
downside is ’government by algorithm’, and the young
live more in the virtual world than the real. Many
move to the central metropolitan region, as much for
social life as for material reasons. For the cities, there
is optimum of urban design, in high-density
mixed-use communities. Rural & remote regions
grow by planned migration. But paranoia is growing,
that society is run by and for machines.

Finland grows in a free market global economy with
both digital and bio-economy skills. But social
inequality also grows, with the corporate buy-out of
government and public services. The unskilled are
excluded, and some move to industrial areas or
remote forests.
Most workers are ’owned’ by
corporate work-life Platforms, and co-locate like
nomads, across the ’peri-metro-region’ of southern
Finland. Climate change accelerates and the wealthy
now live in protected ’climate-spheres’. Climate also
brings
opportunities
in
markets,
auctions,
eco-technologies, and property values.

“Conserva-landia”

GLOBAL MANAGEMENT

GLOBAL EXPLOITATION

LOCAL MANAGEMENT

LOCAL EXPLOITATION

Finland goes local, in a reaction to globalization: but
the result is a more rigid social hierarchy, based on
land and resources. Those with assets become
richer, while others get low value jobs. In nature
conservation areas, local landowners sell prime
locations to global billionaires. Rural towns and cities
are glad to see growth, but with less mobile
populations, community / labour organizations are
easily controlled. Many urban neighbourhoods are
almost static, with an invisible ’insider’ system for
access to housing and public services. Coordination
across cities and regions is more difficult, with
policy-makers staying inside their boxes.

“Extract-polis”

Many local communities grow with a free market
exploitation of resources: local entrepreneurs harvest
the forests and bio-economy materials, sharing the
work around their villages and towns. In autonomous
urban neighbourhoods and suburban communities,
there are new enterprises, where the profits are
reinvested locally. The metropolitan region lacks
coordination, so each municipality aims towards
self-reliance.
Meanwhile there is extreme climate
change, with storms, floods, heatwaves, sea-level
rise, pests and diseases.
Many people live a
nomadic existence between urban / rural, and
summer / winter.

GLOBAL SYSTEMS

QUESTIONS FOR POLICY

EXPLOITATION
STYLE

These are typical questions to be explored by policy makers and stakeholders, using the scenarios.
For urban / rural / regional planning (including MAL network), also for other government and business
organizations:
■ What are the risks or opportunities for your plans / strategies, in each scenario?
■ Which of these could be ‘game-changers’?
■ Can you design a ‘future-proof’ plan or strategy, for success in all scenarios?
For researchers in urban / rural / regional planning:
■ What are the risks or opportunities for your research themes & methods, in each scenario?
■ Which scenarios are ‘game-changers’ for your research, and the whole scientific system?
■ What are the differences between the projects & what can we learn?

LOCAL SYSTEMS
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